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Abstract
The core point of this paper is the hypothesis that in the field of knowledge creation and
intellectual property protection, the last four decades witnessed a big change. The boundaries of
private (or corporate) interests have been hyper-expanded while the public domain has significantly
contracted. It tries to show that this is detrimental to innovation diffusion and productivity growth. The
paper develops the argument theoretically, fleshes it out with some empirical evidence and provides
a few policy recommendations on how to redesign the frontiers between public and private spaces
in order to produce a more democratic and development-oriented institutional landscape. The
proposed analytical perspective developed here, “Knowledge Governance”, aims to provide a
framework within which, in the field of knowledge creation and diffusion, the dividing line between
private interests and the public domain ought to be redrawn. The paper’s key goal is to provide
reasoning for a set of rules, regulatory redesign and institutional coordination that would favor the
commitment to distribute (disseminate) over the right to exclude.
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1- Introduction
“The field of knowledge is the common property of mankind.”
Thomas Jefferson
The core point of this paper is the hypothesis that in the field of knowledge creation and
intellectual property protection, the last four decades witnessed a big change. The boundaries of
private (or corporate) interests have been hyper-expanded while the public domain has significantly
contracted. The paper tries to show that this is detrimental to innovation diffusion and productivity
growth. (cf. Brown-Keyder 2007; Boyle 2008; Rodrik 2011 and Burlamaqui and Cimoli 2014 for
similar lines of reasoning).The paper develops the argument analytically, fleshes it out with some
empirical evidence and provides a few policy recommendations on how to redesign the frontiers
between public and private spaces. The result would be a more open, democratic and developmentoriented institutional landscape in the fields of knowledge creation and appropriation. This
“Knowledge Governance”, analytical perspective developed here proposes a framework within
which, in the field of knowledge creation, diffusion and appropriation, the dividing line between private
interests and the public domain ought to be redrawn. The paper’s key goal is to provide reasoning
for a set of rules, regulatory redesign and institutional coordination that would favor the commitment
to distribute (disseminate) over the right to exclude.
In 2005, Mark Blaug made a prescient, remark in that matter:
“It never occurred to anyone before, say the 1980s, that such disparate phenomena as
patents for mechanical inventions, industrial products and processes (now extended to
biotechnology, algorithms and even business methods), copyrights for the expression
of literacy and artistic expressions in fixed form and trademarks and trade names for
distinctive services, could be generalized under the heading of property rights, all
conferred by the legal system in relation to discrete items of information resulting from
some sort of appropriate intellectual activity”. (Blaug 2005, 71-72, italics added)
For the purposes of the arguments in this paper, there are two crucial elements implicit in
Blaug’s statement. First, that, as recently as in the seventies, the balance between private interests
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and the public domain was completely different from what it has become today. Second, that what
became codified, and largely accepted, as intellectual property rights was, until then, understood as
a set of rules and regulations issued by the state, granting temporary monopolies to corporations in
very specific cases. Recent history seems to back both Blaug’s statement and my hypothesis. Until
the 1970s, United States patents were seen as monopolies (a term with distinctly negative
connotations at that time), not rights. In fact, in some areas of economic activity, it would have been
possible to say that upholding the validity of IP was the exception rather than the rule (Brown-Keyder
2007, 159). This was reflected in IP law as well as in competition or antitrust law. In copyrights, the
term under United States law was 28 years.
The early 1970s witnessed several dramatic changes. In 1974, a trade act allowed the
Federal Trade Commission to bring sanctions directly against countries whose products were seen
to hurt United States interests. In 1975, copyrights were expanded to over 70 years from the death
of the author, and for corporate owners, to 95 and sometimes even 120 years (Brown-Keyder 2007,
158; Boyle 2008, ch. 1). In 1979, Section 301 of the United States trade law was amended to “allow
private parties to take significant and public steps to enforce international trade agreements” (BrownKeyder 2007, 160). In 1988, the Justice Department rescinded guidelines for antitrust prohibitions
on certain kinds of licensing clauses. This removed IP licensing from antitrust scrutiny. Finally, with
the enactment of the WTO in 1995, the TRIPs agreement quickly became the linchpin of United
States trade strategy. By then, private corporations had vastly expanded their enforcement power
and global outreach, while the public domain had significantly contracted.
From a knowledge governance perspective, the critical question is this: When does
extended protection cease to work for generating Schumpeterian profits and become a base for rentseeking and rent extraction.1 There is no good theoretical answer to this, but recent data on declining
R&D expenditures correlating with the maintenance of handsome profits in big pharma seems to
emphasize its relevance (cf. “Supply Running Low.” Financial Times 10/2/ 2011).As an alternative to
the “strong IPRs” mainstream approach, new insights and evidence are beginning to appear. Besides
the already cited studies, a few papers and books are laying the ground for a very different way to
understand the complex interactions among knowledge production, appropriation and diffusion.
Examples include Jerome Reichmann’s work , the comparative and interdisciplinary research led by
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Richard Nelson, Akira Goto and Hiro Odagiri on intellectual property and catching-up and the
collection of essays edited by Fred Block and Mathew Keller on the role of the US government in
technology development ( Reichmann et alii: 2014,Odagiri et Alii:2010, Block and Keller eds: 2011).
However, notwithstanding the valuable contributions by this emerging body of research, the
main analytical question remains largely untouched: How should government-issued intellectual
property rules and regulations interact with publicly funded R&D research and competition policies2
in order to help craft and govern socially inclusive development strategies? It appears there is no
coherent analytical framework to address that interaction.3 However, those links are central to any
meaningful discussion of dynamic competition, knowledge accumulation and diffusion, and
sustainable development in a global context today.4
This paper aims to contribute to answering that question. Section II lays the ground rules by
linking knowledge production and dynamic competition with intellectual property issues from the
perspective of the dynamic efficiencies and inefficiencies that are bound to appear. It will become
clear that the existence of dynamic inefficiencies opens up a considerable space for public interest
based “knowledge governance” policies and regulations. Section III further develops the previous
framework by linking competition and technology policies with intellectual property. Special attention
is given to how competition policies should link publicly funded R&D to intellectual property rules
issues under a Knowledge governance approach.. Section IV concludes the paper by suggesting
some broader theoretical and policy implications of that approach.
2- Knowledge creation, dynamic inefficiencies and the role of knowledge governance
In the context of Schumpeterian competition, intellectual property rules and regulations
(IPRs) – patents, trade secrets, confidentiality contracts, copyrights, trademarks and registered
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This does not imply a shortage of work discussing specific issues in what is called “the economics of intellectual

property rights.” See Menell (1999) for an excellent survey on general theories of IP. A very interesting review
acknowledging the under-researched nature of the theme is found in Dixon and Greenlalgh (2002). The shortcomings
of most of that work are, from my perspective, the result of its concentration on “data,” “measures” and “testing,” with
little attention paid to the theoretical framework within which they are conducted.
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brand names – became powerful, strategic weapons for generating sustained competitive
advantages and, especially, Ricardian rents (cf. Schumpeter: 1934, Plant 1934).5
From an entrepreneurial perspective, patents and other IPRs are extremely effective means
to reduce uncertainties and therefore can contribute to igniting the animal spirits and long-term
expectations through building temporary monopolies around products, processes, market niches
and, eventually, whole markets (Nelson 1996; Burlamaqui and Proença 2003). However, the word
temporary is crucial here because of creative destruction; as Schumpeter (1994, 102) stated long
ago, “A monopoly position is in general no cushion to sleep on.”6
The Chicago Law and Economics framework claims that in the absence of robust legal
protection for an invention, the inventor either will have less incentive to innovate or will try to keep
his invention secret, thus reducing, in both cases, the stock of knowledge to society as a whole
(Landes and Posner 2003, 294). From that perspective, patent law itself supposedly internalizes the
goal of promoting the diffusion of innovation.7 It requires, as a condition of granting a patent, that the
patent application disclose the steps constituting the invention in sufficient detail to enable readers
of the application, if knowledgeable about the relevant technology, to manufacture the patented
product themselves. Of course, anyone who wishes to replicate a patented product or process legally
will have to negotiate a license with the patentee (Jolly and Philpott 2004, pt. 1; Landes and Posner
2003, 294-295).
Moreover, any reader of the patent application will be free to “invent around” it, to achieve
the technological benefits of the patent by other means without infringing on the patent. Translated
to evolutionary economics jargon, the requirement of public disclosure creates a situation of
“incomplete appropriability” for the patent holder. That links directly to Schumpeter’s insight on the
temporary nature of monopolies: incomplete appropriability allows for the possibility of technological
inventiveness and borrowing from publicized information, both of which foster creative-destruction
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Schumpeterian competition and IPRs. I include myself in that loophole. In that regard, legal theorists such as Landes
and Posner and Benkler are clearly ahead, in the sense that they are already doing the reverse – using Schumpeterian
concepts and insights to deal with IPRs (cf. Landes and Posner 2003, Benkler 2006).
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processes that are the main challengers of established monopolistic positions. Thus, if carefully
used, intellectual property rules can be sources of dynamic efficiencies that can help to ignite the
Schumpeterian positive-sum game represented by falling costs, falling prices, positive margins
(achieved through market power) and increased consumer welfare.8
Those are the basics, but the picture gets much more complicated as we examine the
details. When we dive into the depths of the relationship between innovation and IP laws and
regulations, considerable space opens up for dynamic inefficiencies to emerge and, therefore, for
the introduction of governance considerations and for the emergence of a knowledge-governance
approach. Consider the following six points.
First, as Sir Arnold Plant, an almost forgotten analyst in the field, observed in the early 1930s,
“In the case of physical property, the institution of private property makes for the preservation
of scarce goods. … In contrast, property rights in patents and copyrights make possible the
creation of scarcity of the products appropriated. … the beneficiary is made the owner of the
entire supply of a product for which there may be no easily obtainable substitute.” (Plant
1934, 65-67, emphasis added)
In sum, intellectual property regulations can easily give rise to dynamic inefficiencies such
as cumulative monopoly power to extract rents from a given consumer base, notwithstanding the
fact that they can at the same time create the conditions for the expansion of productivity and wealth
and the generation of Schumpeterian profits.9 That in itself leaves ground for knowledge-governanceoriented initiatives to enter the scene10, as we will see shortly.
Second, the broader – and stronger – the IPRs, generally, the less the patentee’s
competitors will be able to benefit from the patent by “inventing around,” or innovating on the
shoulders of, the patent (or copyright) holder. Broad IPRs are thus bound to exacerbate the dynamic
inefficiencies that Plant and others have observed. Accordingly, especially given the complexity and
diversity of patents and other IPRs, a one-size-fits-all prescription seems ill advised. From an
analytical point of view, the articulation between competition policies and IPRs is a much-needed
8
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compete (innovate) and future consumer welfare (see Anthony 2000, sect. IV.)
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development11, especially if the former’s goal is innovation diffusion and delivering the
Schumpeterian package, not innovators’ protection per se.
Third, the practice of strategic patenting, that is, the proliferating business strategy of
applying for patents that the company has no intention of using, or exploiting, solely to prevent others
from profiting from the innovation (cf. Varian, Farrel and Shapiro 2004, pt. 2; Landes and Posner
2003, ch. 11). Obviously, this is a major source of dynamic inefficiency. It has the effect of shifting
resources from true innovative activity to litigation (or from labs to courts). It drastically increases the
costs of patent prosecution and litigation and, therefore, of innovation. Such strategic patenting
constitutes a paradigmatic example of what Baumol has called “unproductive entrepreneurship.”
Baumol notes:
“… [a] variety of roles among which the entrepreneur’s efforts can be reallocated … and
some of those roles do not follow the constructive and innovative script conventionally
attributed to that person. Indeed, at times the entrepreneur may even lead a parasitical
existence that is actually damaging to the economy. (cf. Baumol 1993, ch. 2, 25; see also
ch. 4)”.
Evidently, this task of “reallocation of entrepreneurship” (from unproductive roles to
productive ones) is a knowledge-governance matter and one that goes far beyond the common
notions associated with industrial and technology policies.
Fourth, IPRs have a central role in the “digitally renewed economy”, as Paul David would
label it, (Cf. David in Brynjolfsson and Kahin 2002, 85). In so-called “new-economy industries”,
intellectual property, rather than the products and processes in and of themselves, is a firm’s primary
output or asset. Overlapping innovations, rapidly falling average total costs, zero marginal costs,
strong network externalities and, therefore, fierce “standards battles” and “lock-in” situations are the
hallmarks of new-economy industries (Shapiro and Varian 1999; Best 2001; De Long 2000;
Brynjolfsson and McAfee: 2011). These industry-structure characteristics might be seen as
generating speeding waves of creative destruction and, thus, potentially more (not less) fiercely
competitive challenges to incumbents. Although there is an element of truth in that picture, creative
destruction in a world of increasing returns of scale, fast learning and “winner-takes-all” markets does
11
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not mean anything close to some idealized form of “perfect competition” or perfectly contestable
markets. Rather, it merely brings the replacement of one, or a few, dominant firms by others, such
as the replacement of Fairchild by Intel, of Ciba and Geigy by Pfizer and Novartis, of Wang and
Compaq by Dell and Samsung, of IBM by Microsoft and Lenovo and of Microsoft by Google and
Apple.
In other words, in the new economy, firms’ abilities to combine first-mover advantages with
trade secrets, patents, copyrights, brand loyalties and network externalities may afford them secure
long-lasting monopolistic positions despite their low rate of (radical) innovations and not because of
it.12 The outcome is, once more, the danger of replacing Schumpeterian profits with rent extraction
and Schumpeterian competition with zero-sum game exclusionary practices. From the perspective
of delivering the “Schumpeterian Package”, there is an obvious role for knowledge governance here
in restoring the balance between private interests and the public domain (cf. Boyle 2008, Ch. 8-10).
However, the normative policy framework within which it should take place is far from certain. I will
revisit it in the next section.
Fifth, if we understand knowledge production as a cumulative, and increasingly globalized13,
process in which cutting-edge knowledge and expertise rest on previous innovations, and if we
conceive of patents and IPRs, in general, as fences erected to protect those previous innovations,
we get a very different outcome. It is not difficult to perceive, depending on the institutional design
within which IPRs are handled, the tension and potential trade-off between private interests and the
conception of knowledge as a global public good. This is the so-called argument of the “secondenclosure movement” or “information feudalism,” which is now the subject of intense debate (cf.
Drahos and Braithwaite 2002, Boyle 2003 and 2008, Evans 2005, Technology Review 2005).
According to Evans (discussing Boyle’s ideas),
12
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can be used to illustrate the point. The lack of breakthroughs – technological innovations or radical quality/price
improvements – is notoriously known in Microsoft. It is well known that the “Windows” model was copied from Apple’s
user interface – which itself was a second-hand theft from Xerox PARC – as well as the tremendous lack of perception,
by the company, of the Internet potential until the success of Netscape became obvious. It is also known that the
differences between the versions of Windows and Office that I am using right now, although “new”, display very pale
improvements in relation to their 1998 predecessors.
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“There are really two halves to the second-enclosure movement. The defensive side focuses
on intensifying the enforcement of protected monopoly rights to exclude others from using
information that has been defined as private property. The offensive side of the agenda
involves taking information that has been considered part of “nature”, or the common,
cultural and informational heritage of humankind, and transforming it into “private property”.
If both halves are successful, the “second-enclosure movement” would constitute a global
re-distribution of property comparable to the eradication of the commons that ushered in
agrarian capitalism in Western Europe 300 years ago”. (Evans 2005, 2; emphasis added)
Once more, we encounter strong forces of global dynamic inefficiencies, presenting an
opportunity for knowledge-governance-oriented policies to step in.
Sixth, to the question “where do knowledge and innovations come from in the developed
nations?” a very large part of the answer would include: publicly funded R&D, government contracting
to buy things from the private sector that do not exist and using the WTO to help open up markets
for those innovations abroad (Block 2008, Weiss 2008, 2009). In the case of the United States, armed
with an annual procurement budget of US$450 billion – more than 1 trillion if states are included –
the state plays a crucial role in governing the way knowledge and innovations prosper in the United
States (Ruttan 2006; Weiss 2009). Furthermore, according to some recent studies, the United States
government played a decisive part in the development of virtually all general-purpose technology,
from interchangeable parts and mass production to DARPA and biotech (cf. Ruttan 2006, Weiss
2007 and 2014, Block 2008, Block and Keller 2011, Mazzucato, 2013).14
Let me rephrase this point: If we conceive R&D as “turning money into knowledge” and
innovation as “turning knowledge into money,” why should governments (i.e., public money)
heavily subsidize the former and almost completely retreat from participating in the latter?
Last, the institutional structure – or institutional design – within which the knowledgeproduction appropriation and diffusion apparatus is enforced is central for understanding its
performance. We refer here not to the rules, as such, but to their legal enforcement apparatuses, the
state structures by which they are supported and the sort of public bureaucracies available to
administer the R&D and IP systems. Jaffe and Lerner’s (2002) thoughtful and provocative work on
14
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the recent changes in the United States patent system reinforce the point. Nowadays, the institutional
design of the United States patent system creates several problems it creates for the promotion of
innovation and “productive entrepreneurship”15 .
All six issues discussed above illustrate how the interaction between Schumpeterian
competition and hyperextended intellectual property rules and regulations can give rise to dynamic
inefficiencies that risk the delivery of the “Schumpeterian Package” and call for knowledgegovernance interventions to restore the balance between private interests and the public good (or
public interest.
3- Knowledge governance: Bringing the public domain back in
Knowledge governance (KG) is a broad concept embracing different forms of governance
mechanisms influencing the production, dissemination and appropriability of knowledge. The
“knowledge-governance approach” is an emerging approach that cuts across the fields of knowledge
creation and management, innovation and competition policies and state capacities. KG deals with
how the deployment of governance mechanisms influences knowledge processes, such as sharing,
retaining and creating knowledge. As an analytical perspective, it encompasses intellectual property
rules and regulations but supersedes it, drawing on those aforementioned fields and disciplines in
order to design the contours of a new knowledge ecology. KG’s main goal is to design, support and
implement public interest oriented governance mechanisms, as well as organizational and business
models which are alternatives to the instituted intellectual property regime we now have (Burlamaqui
2009b). Within the knowledge governance approach, the general rule should be the promotion of
innovation (not the innovator) and the assurance of its widest diffusion. This implies, simultaneously,
promoting and regulating entrepreneurial success. Promoting and regulating is a crucial link here.
Together, they address both the private (profit seeking) and the public (innovation-diffusion and
technological-upgrading) sides of competition policies and their respective institutional designs.
This policy and institutional-design package was, in fact, the core of the Asian state-centered
developmental strategy. Nowadays, it remains alive and well in East Asia. In Singapore, it is evident
in the country’s twin government-sponsored initiatives. On “biomedical sciences” and on “work
restructuring,” where market-shaping and institutional coordination are the core elements (Pereira
2008). In China, it is clearly present in the 12th five-year plan for 2011 to 2015, finalized last April.
15 There is no space for that discussion in this paper. See Jaffe, A. and J. Lerner. 2002 and Burlamaqui 2013.
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The plan highlights the importance of the “magic seven” industries: (1) energy saving and
environmental protection, (2) next-generation information technology, (3) biotechnology, (4) highend manufacturing, (5) new energy, (6) new materials and (7) clean-energy vehicles. The plan’s
objective is to “shape” them in order to raise their share from 3 percent to 15 percent of the economy
by 2020.
None of those countries labels their government-sponsored initiatives as knowledge
governance, but it is quite clear that this is what they really are: going much beyond “industrial policy”
or “intellectual property”, they reach the key interactions between knowledge and markets … and
shape them from a public-policy/public-interest perspective.
From a normative perspective, knowledge-governance policies should use market-shaping
devices in order to design policies to manage creative-destruction processes. These policies would
seek to shape markets in order to reduce dynamic inefficiencies and increase dynamic efficiencies
coming from Schumpeterian competition, a form of competition that, now, overuses intellectual
property rules as one of its core weapons. From the perspective of firms, knowledge-governance
policies should not be about preventing “market power” but about curbing its excesses: “unproductive
entrepreneurship” and “rent extraction”.
Within a knowledge-governance framework, the main policy concerns should be to mitigate
structural inefficiencies and to increase access. Plant argued that patents can make the beneficiary
“the owner of the entire supply of a product for which there may be no easily obtainable substitute”,
(1934, 30) a troubling claim. A clever, but not radical, innovation (for instance, market-niche
dominance by Post It® notes from 3M) should not raise major concerns among policy-makers dealing
with competition issues. However, what are the implications of a proprietary general-purpose
technology cornering the market? For instance, a new genetic-engineering research tool or a
particular DNA sequence)? Then Plant’s point would hold completely, and the granting of a patent
would create a substantial monopoly for the owner – and potentially prevent others from exploiting it
– thus slowing the diffusion of a potentially radical innovation with obvious negative impacts on
productivity growth.
In cases like those involving general-purpose technologies, IP rules and regulations should
be much more rigorously examined and carefully constructed. A possible “tool” for dealing with them
would be for the government to claim a golden share in the IPR system (especially patents and
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copyrights), by which it would be able to convert a property right previously granted into a general
public license16, as well as to profit from its dissemination17.
In sum, radical innovations – and, especially, general-purpose technologies – should be
subjected to a special IPR regime in which the government’s golden share should be able, if needed,
to “shape” the market toward a more competitive institutional design (away from too secure – or
broad – monopolies).18 A legitimate, and fair, reason to do so is that, as already mentioned above,
according to some recent studies, the US government played a decisive part in the development of
virtually all general-purpose technology, from interchangeable parts and mass production to DARPA
and biotech (cf. Ruttan 2006; Weiss 2007 and 2014; Block 2008).
Given both the complexity and diversity of knowledge-production regimes and R&D funding,
a one-size-fits-all prescription for knowledge appropriation (IPR rules) is not the best way to handle
the matter. The 20-year length of a patent (or the terms of copyrights and registrations) is not a
“scientifically established outcome” (Landes and Posner 2003). It is, rather, a convention – that is, a
(lobby-based) institutional-legal construct that, as such, can very well be questioned and changed.19
16

That is, a legally enforced temporary monopoly.
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Meaning the ability to recover his costs, establish a robust competitive advantage and enjoy a sizable profit stream,

but not the ability to exclude others from using and inventing around his innovation or protecting its diffusion. Taking as
an example the Microsoft case, the battle should not be about “breaking” the company. The golden share would allow
the government to force Microsoft to publish its source code. An open code would quickly get cleaned up and
improved, consumers would benefit and new entrants would probably arise helping ignite the innovation race and
dislodging Microsoft from its monopoly position while preserving the company’s market power and ability to innovate.
18

As a clever reader, you should, at this point, be asking “How can an innovation – or innovation cluster – be defined

as radical before it ‘matures’ though a process that evidently takes time?” The answer is simple: it cannot. The
proposal here is for public sources of funding and regulatory bodies, through the golden share or via special provisions
similar to those behind the rationale for issuing compulsory licenses, to retain the option to classify an innovation
cluster as a strategic general-purpose technology for potentially delivering “massive wealth creation.” As such, those
technologies would be treated similarly to weapons of mass destruction, but for inverse reasons. And that placement
would happen ex-post, not ex-ante.
19

As a matter of fact, a century ago, copyrights lasted for 14 years – and could be extended another 14 if the copyright

holder petitioned for an extension. Today, corporate copyrights last for 95 years, and individuals retain copyrights for
70 years after their deaths. There was nothing “scientific” to back these changes but rather the powerful lobby of the
entertainment industry. As for patents, the reader bear in mind that both in Switzerland (between 1850 and 1907) and
in the Netherlands (between 1868 and 1912), industrialization occurred without enforcement of patent laws (cf. Schiff
1971).
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Alternatively, consider this broad guideline for knowledge-governance policies: the length and
breadth of patent protection, as well as innovations protected by copyrights, such as software, should
be directly linked to the expenditures in R&D, made by applicants in the development of a technology
and inversely correlated with their market power.20 Thus, big research budgets (in terms relative to
the firm’s size) would, in principle, qualify better than “historical accidents” to earn legitimate
protection. Conversely, “global players” would enjoy less legal protection than “garage outfits”, given
that the same legal contract would grant cumulative and increasing returns in the former case –
reinforcing dominance – and, often, the ability to serve debt in the latter. Instead of one size fitting
all, we would have something like – paraphrasing Rodrik – “many recipes under the same rule”.21
As for the source of dynamic inefficiencies referred to above as strategic patenting, it should
be dealt with in the same way David Ricardo suggested landlords should be addressed22: earned
but unused patents should be classified like fertile but uncultivated pieces of land in an environment
structurally constrained by scarcity. They should be taxed, and progressively so. After an initial
“launching period,” each year of idleness in the commercialization of the patent should give rise to a
severe fine, the exact amount of which should be left to specialists in the field but could very well be
an increasing percentage of the patentee’s sales or assets. Does this sound rigorous? Yes, it does,
but patents and IPRs are legally conceded monopolies and matters of public interest.23 They are too
important to be left to private law firms to design and to corporations to govern.24
20

R&D expenses as a percentage of the applicant’s sales or assets could become a metric. That would require a close

monitoring of R&D evolution within firms. Assuming that those R&D-intensive industries are also the ones bearing
more fixed and sunk costs, plus near-future planned expenses tied to the “birth” of an innovation or technology, should
be in the contract granting the rights and their actual production of the enabling mechanism to conclude the exam.
Otherwise, patent pending would be a sort of “reasonable doubt” proviso.
21

A very difficult emerging theme here is the protection to be given to traditional knowledge: DOC (Denominacione de

Origine Controllata certifications that grant monopolies based on regional know-how and capabilities, like champagne
versus sparkling wines) issues and related others. I acknowledge its importance but do not deal with that in this paper.
22

The parallel here would be between the example given by David Ricardo of the unique fertility of a piece of privately

owned land, which would generate increasing revenues to its owner, regardless of efforts to improve the land’s
productivity, and the stream of revenue generated from a patent regardless of whether its owner keeps innovating.
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Google offers a striking example on that matter: it has just bid US$900 million for the patent portfolio of Nortel

Networks, the Canadian telecom-equipment maker, as part of a strategy to defend itself against patent litigation. The
amount of money involved signals how fierce the patent wars have become, particularly in Silicon Valley, where even
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Additionally, the kind of approach to the governance of knowledge I am pointing to should
have as its core principle the discouragement of the sort of unproductive entrepreneurship that
Baumol highlighted more than three decades: A type of legal entrepreneurship that turns law firms
into very big and profitable corporations but with zero impact on the economy’s real productivity. It
would, in sum, help to trigger the “relocation of entrepreneurship” – from courts back to labs – as
claimed by Baumol (1993 and 2002).
Another key point outlined in Section II above relates to the relationship between the “digitally
renewed economy” and intellectual property issues, and particularly to the risk of winner-takes-all
market outcomes (cf. Varian et al. 2004; Carlton and Gertner 2002). Knowledge-governance policies
here should pursue, very aggressively if needed, public enforcement of standards development,
cooperative-standards setting, the stimulation of (instead of restriction on) joint research ventures
and other forms of research coordination and venture capital financing to multiple sources of
experimentation (Block and Keller 2011). The aim should be a “less kind, less gentle patent system,”
as Jaffe and Lerner (2002) put it, in which patents are much harder to acquire and easier to share.
Also of concern is the recent wave of IPR expansion and its connection to a potential
“information feudalism” or “second enclosure movement.” This movement is analyzed by
“progressive IP lawyers”, software programmers and a sizable number of social and natural scientists
of various extractions as a recipe for global monopoly, one that is likely to stifle innovation at the
same time as it concentrates wealth (see Moglen 2003, Benkler 2003 and Burlamaqui and Cimoli:
2014). A number of commentators have called for an alternative to this second enclosure, an
alternative they term “the new commons”.25 As Evans (2005, 3) has aptly put it, this alternative is
the largest and most powerful companies, like Google, are besieged by dozens of patent-infringement suits. It also
underscores Google’s frustration with the state of the patent-reform legislation in Congress.
Though Google could potentially use some of the technology in the Nortel patents in future research, the company said
it wanted to buy them to defend itself against patent litigation. By building a large portfolio of patents, Google keeps
them out of competitors’ hands. It also hopes to dissuade other companies from suing it, either because Google holds
similar patents to the ones they might sue over or as deterrence – if you sue me, I will sue you (NYT 5 April 2011).
25

A “commons” is a piece of land over which people can exercise certain traditional rights in common, such as allowing

their livestock to graze upon it. Older texts use the word “common” to denote any such right, but more modern usage is
to refer to particular rights of common and to reserve the name “common” for the land over which the rights are
exercised. By extension, the term “commons” has come to be applied to other resources that a community has rights
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“attractive both because of its distributional implications and because of its potential for raising the
rate of innovation and value creation”. From a knowledge-governance perspective, the basis of the
new commons comes from a redefinition of “ownership”: from the focus on the right to exclude to the
focus on the commitment to distribute (disseminate).
The key idea here is that once property rights are redefined along the lines pioneered by the
open-source software movement, a much more egalitarian redistribution of intangible assets and a
more powerful rationale to foster innovations will be able to emerge. This rationale is one that unfolds
from the characteristics of the networked information economy – an economy of information,
knowledge and culture that flows over a ubiquitous, decentralized network.
In that environment, as Benkler remarks, productivity and growth can be sustained in a
pattern that differs fundamentally from the industrial economies of the twentieth century in two crucial
characteristics. First, network based knowledge creation can play a much more important role than
it could in the physical economy. Individuals and teams working cooperatively alongside firms can
make a difference in the creation of innovative solutions and productivity gains (Benkler 2003, 1 and
2006).26 Second, decentralized production and distribution networks, whether market-based or not,
can similarly play a much more important role by increasing the diversity of ways of organizing
production and consumption and, therefore, by increasing the sources and possibilities for multiple
forms of experimentation.
This is clearly a global issue and – because of its global scope, and also because of the
under-theorized relationship between innovation, competition policies and intellectual property rights
– a very difficult one to handle. It will certainly require the active involvement of governments in
encouraging and assisting the development of open-source systems to move society toward more
general-public-licenses-oriented IPR regimes. It will also require international cooperation – both
very turbulent matters from a power-politics perspective. Nevertheless, the recent decisions by IBM
and Nokia, for example, to put part of their patents into the public domain suggests that there is
perhaps more room to maneuver than the skeptical analyst might expect.

or access to.
26

And, he adds, one can clearly observe this behavior by noticing that most of what we do on the Internet runs on

software produced by tens of thousands of volunteers, working together in a way that is fundamentally more closely
related to a community than to a hierarchical big corporation standing alone.
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4-Conclusion
The knowledge-governance-oriented policy-institutions framework I have proposed would
be flexible and pragmatic and have creative-destruction management and maximum expansion of
access to knowledge as its main goals. In its innovation- and competition-policies dimension, it would
not be anti-bigness per se, but anti-unproductive entrepreneurship (Baumol 1993 and 2002); proefficiency but not libertarian (in the “Chicago School” sense of letting the market, almost always, take
care of its own problems); and, especially, pro-cooperation, leaving room for business networks to
thrive and for state-sponsored administrative-guidance initiatives. It would also engineer policies
toward the development of multiple sources of experimentation and allow room for industrial and
technology policies without jeopardizing its own core theoretical foundations.
In its intellectual-property dimension, it should not point to a one-size-fits-all institutional
design and should not pursue the maximum protection of monopolistic rents, as both the US PTO
and the WTO seem to be doing. It should search, instead, for the minimal common denominator,
allowing for institutional and technological diversity and space for distinctive developmental
strategies (Boyle 2004, 2008; Rodrik 2011). It should take into account the asymmetries in the
distance to the “development frontier” among countries and regions, echoing Joseph Stieglitz’s wise
remark that “Intellectual property is certainly important, but the appropriate IPR system for an
emerging country is different than the IPR system best fitting already developed nations” (Stiglitz
2005).27
From an evolutionary perspective, the key issue to deal with is how to separate innovationrooted profits, which should be rewarded but understood as temporary (their continuity dependent
on continuous innovation), from legal monopoly-granted rents, which should be eliminated or, at
least, closely monitored and curtailed.
None of these policy prescriptions will be achieved without a huge dose of “strategic state
action”; and most of them will require a high degree of state capacity as well as international treaties

27

One of the main reasons for that, although certainly not the only one, is that the big pharmaceutical companies

perform obscene price discrimination among nations (cf. Varian et al. 2004, 52) and almost always refuse to engage in
poor and emerging countries’ public policies oriented toward health care.
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redesign (such as the GATS 28 under the WTO). This is an uneasy task; nonetheless, the expected
result, to which this paper intends to make a small contribution, would be a theory/policy framework
linking, conceptually, innovation and Schumpeterian competition to competition policies and
intellectual-property-rights management, which will allow room for a more open, democratic and
development oriented knowledge ecology.
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